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• Finish off Higgs reach at Tevatron and CMS
• Constraints on Higgs Mass from indirect measurements.



Let’s take a closer look at Tevatron
• Tevatron searches divide up in two:

– mh < ~140GeV they use h -> bb with associate production
of W or Z.

• Leptonic decay of W or Z provides the necessary trigger.
– Wh -> l & MET & bb
– Zh -> ll & MET & bb and MET & bb

– mh > ~130GeV they use h -> WW -> ll & MET
– Small overlap region where both sets of analyses have

some sensitivity.
• They plot two sets of curves:

– Expected sensitivity, i.e. 95% CL limit for higgs Xsect.
– Actual 95% CL limit.

• Both sets of curves are expressed as ratios to the
Standard Model Xsect at NNLO.









The WW curve makes no sense,
when compared to CDF. Should 
be much flatter towards low mh .

There is no tth analysis yet.

14TeV from PTDR



14TeV, more recent update
Higgs to WW expected limit.
This makes a lot more sense!



Roadmap for discussion on indirect
measurements of mh

• Describe the basic physics underpinnings.
– We’ll be very superficial here.

• Describe (very briefly) the LEP & SLC
experimental program.

• Discuss the constraints on mh from LEP &
SLC.

• Discuss the additional constraints from
Tevatron.

All of this is meaningful only within the Standard Model !!!



Radiative corrections
• EWK observables receive radiative

corrections from QED as well as EWK.
– For this discussion, the loops including top

and higgs are the most relevant.
• EWK observables are special because the

theory is heavily overconstrained.
– A large number of observables depend on a small

number of parameters: mt,mZ,mh,α(mZ),αs(mZ)
• The details of the constraints are beyond the

scope of this course.
Let’s just look at a couple oversimplified examples.



Simple Example of a Constraint
• The muon lifetime measurement as compared

to 2-loop calculation allows determination of:

• Taking mZ and α(mZ) as given, we have a set
of two equations with two unknowns (θW,mW)
that we can solve for mW .

1=



Corrections to Boson Propagators

Flavor independent
radiative corrections.

This leads to corrections to ρ of the following form:

Quadratic in mt. Logarithmic in mh.

Sensitivity to mh is limited by precision on mW and mt .



Mass of W
• Mass of W ends up being a sensitive probe of

radiative corrections:

• Sensitive to mt, and mh via radiative corrections Δr.
• Sensitivity to mt

2 dominates in Δr .
• Sensitive to log(mh/GeV) if mt is fixed through other

measurement.



Sensitivity to Top Mass
• Flavor specific radiative corrections especially

sensitive to mt => allows disentangling mt and
mh effects to some extend.

Especially Rb = Γbb / Γhadron 



Example top mass

Rb depends strongly on mt.

measured

Top mass measurement 
vs time from direct and 
indirect measurements.



LEP and SLC
• Let’s digress a little on the experimental facilities that

made the measurements we rely on for the Z-pole.
• LEP:

• e+e- at CERN, operating at the Z-pole from 1990 to 1995 …
• … and above the Z-pole up to an energy of 209GeV until 2000.

• SLC:
• e+e- at SLAC, operating at the Z-pole.
• Not competitive in statistics.
• However, includes polarized beams, thus allowing independent

measurements for left and right handed e’s.







1.7 Million Z to l+l- at LEP.
15.5 Million Z to hadrons at LEP.

~0.6 Million Z total at SLC.







Expectation from SM without weak interaction loops:

Measured values:

Evidence for weak interaction in loops 
at the more than 5 standard deviation level. 



Results
• There are two references I am relying on for

results, and interpretation:
– The master document that explains the EWK fit,

as well as all the Z-pole measurements:
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0509008

• The most recent update of the EWK fit from
summer 2007, which you can get here:
http://lepewwg.web.cern.ch/LEPEWWG/stanmod/



The Concept of the EWK Fit
• A large number of EWK observables can each

be expressed as a function of 5 variables:
mt,mZ,mh,α(mZ),αs(mZ)

• This allows for a global fit of all measurements
to obtain the 5 standard model parameters.

• We can “marginalize” this fit function such as
to get a χ2 for any of the 5 parameters.

• We can study the constraint any one
measurement imposes on any of the 5
parameters.





August 2009: mh < 157GeV 2 years earlier: mh < 144GeV

Actual limit from EWK fit depends on central value of mt ,
and not just the precision of the measurements !!! 

Nevertheless, allowed window for SM higgs now 
roughly 114 - 160 GeV => H -> ZZ on shell strongly disfavored.



Here’s where the higgs
sensitivity comes from, 
after 4 of the 5 parameters
are fixed to within their 
errors.

Let’s take a look how
the sensitivity compares
for measurements from
the Z-pole, vs Tevatron.



The Tevatron mt improves error on log(mh/GeV) by more than x2.



The direct mW measurements have little impact on log(mh/GeV) 



Clearly, direct mt has a much
bigger impact on mh than 
direct mW .

This is because Z-pole
measurements already
constrain mW very well.



What about impact on mh from future 
improvements of mW and mt ?

The green band is ~45o.

The ellipse is narrower 
for mt than mW .

The diagonal is constraint
best if ellipse is circle.

⇒ Improvement of mW
    is more “urgent” than mt.



Conclusion
• The combination of data from LEP, SLD, and

Tevatron have reduced the target region for the
standard model higgs to about 20% of itself.

• Tevatron continues to take data 2010,2011, and is
likely to shrink the target region further, without
having the sensitivity to unambiguously discover the
higgs.

• It is non-trivial for Atlas & CMS to provide
measurements with their 2010/2011 data that are
competitive with the Tevatron.

• The standard model Higgs mass range is thus
likely to remain not fully explored until 2013 and
beyond.


